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Over the past year the promotion of Irish orienteering on social media platforms has been               
steadily growing.The IOA having begun posting on instagram in early 2019 now has over 900               
followers (surprisingly) with an average age of 42!  
 
A number of people have kindly written articles for the website at various points through the                
year. I would like to take this opportunity to thank them. Anyone who would like to post, please                  
let me know. 
 
On a weekly basis, the weekly events posts and social media have been updated regularly.               
Throughout the year many of the clubs have co-hosted their events with IOA Facebook page,               
this creates a central location for participants to see or come across events all over the country,                 
it also promotes post sharing amongst our participants. The IOA FB page has grown it's               
following across the country as a result, I hope this has also helped clubs in a similar way. 
 
Professional photographers have been commissioned for each of the Championship events,           
keeping a record of our organisations activities and subsequently used in promotions too. Thank              
you to John Shiels who has provided this service for the most part. 
 



In the summer of 2019 we were asked to provide some material to use in the Irish Runner                  
magazine, there they published a three page article on orienteering as a sport with the slant of                 
running as a family. This initiated a flurry of activity on the social media platforms. Unfortunately                
it was published in August when our calendar is rather sparse. This brings to light the need for                  
consistent flow of events across the country, particularly those aimed at the beginner or family. 
 
In September, following a weekend in Kerry, promotional material on tick awareness was             
produced ready for this season. It was planned to hand this out to clubs at the IOC, in light of                    
the cancellation of IOC I will be in contact with clubs to distribute by post. 
 
In October I gave a short presentation at the Major events conference, which Paul OSH               
organised, on use of media in promotion of IOC. We have now purchased the address               
www.irishorienteeringchampionships.org which will be a permanent home for the         
championships website each year, passing from one organising team to the next. Prior to the               
2019 Championships unique accounts were set up for each of Twitter, Instagram and Facebook              
for the Irish champs to be passed on from year to year. This will provide continuity of followers                  
and offer a ready made audience for the organisers to work with from year to year. The login                  
details are passed to each organising club at handover.  
The IOC event with Kerry and Cork Orienteering clubs has been promoted via social media and                
adverts within Compass sport. There is a need for the inclusion of a media lead in the                 
committee of each IOC in order to ensure consistency of posting across social media platforms.               
Financial assistance was also provided to the organising clubs in order to produce the logo of                
their choice and some promotional material that was to be provided to competitors.  
 
The IOA clubs were contacted over the past few months to encourage more events for WOD                
which has now unfortunately been cancelled. Going forward it would be great if clubs could               
include WOD events in their annual planning sessions as it looks like it will be here for the                  
future. WOD events across Ireland attracted 2307 participants up from 1679 in 2018. Whilst this               
was boosted by a number of schools events, the numbers are significant and promotion of               
orienteering as a sport for all across the Irish media could be pushed if events were planned                 
and published well ahead of time. 
 
Heritage week was also used to advantage as a platform for orienteering events by some clubs                
in 2019. I believe that tagging onto National promotional events or weeks is a great way to raise                  
awareness of our sport. It is important to promote the sport as all inclusive whether you wish to                  
participate on the open mountain over long distances or a walk around a local park, the benefit                 
to the individual is equally important from both a physical and mental standpoint. 
 
The promotion of orienteering at the European Week of Sport event held at the National               
Campus by Eoin Browne and crew had very positive feedback. Inclusion in major promotional              
sporting events such as this are important in raising awareness.  
 

http://www.irishorienteeringchampionships.org/


Thank you to all those who have worked with me through the year. I wish my successor the best                   
of luck. In the meantime please contact me if you wish for any assistance with your club                 
promotion. 
 
Keep up the hard work, planning, organising, participating and making O happen all over Ireland               
every week. Give yourselves a pat on the back! 
 
Don’t forget to use the hashtags! 
#LoveO #O4All #IrlOonTour 
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